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The spectrum of a function algebra A defined on a space X is

sometimes obtained by attaching a "thin" set to X. Function alge-

bras with this property have been constructed for various purposes by

J. Wermer [5], S. J. Sidney [4], and E. Kallin [2]. We present here

a theorem which reveals the underlying basis for this phenomenon.

Theorem 1.1 shows that to compute the spectrum of a function alge-

bra A on X it is sometimes sufficient to compute the spectrum of

Ch(A I P), where P is the set of common zeros in X of an ideal of A,

and then attach it to X along P.

A function algebra A is a closed point-separating subalgebra of

C(X) containing the constants, where A is a compact Hausdorff

space. The spectrum of A, denoted by S(A), is the compact Hausdorff

space of nonzero complex homomorphisms<p of A taken in the Gelfand

topology. We regard A as a closed subspace of S(A). A extends via

the Gelfand transform to a function algebra on S(A), and, when

convenient, we shall regard A as a function algebra on S(A).

1. Let A be a function algebra and P a closed subset of S(A). We

set ior fEA, ||/|[r = sup{ \f(4>)\ :<pEF}. The ^-convex hull of P,
denoted yl-hull(P), is by definition

{4>ES(A):\f(<t>)\g\\f\\P, allfEA}.

Fis said to be A -convex if P = ^4-hull(P). ^4-hull(P) can be identified

with the spectrum of the restriction algebra CL(^4|P). If J is an

ideal of A, then {<pES(A):f(<b) = 0, all fEl} is called the hull of I
with respect to A, and is denoted by hullsoi) /, or simply hull-P

hulls(A) I is nonempty if, and only if, I is proper, and is obviously

A -convex.

Theorem 1.1. Let A and B be function algebras on X = S(A).

Suppose I CZ A C\ B is a closed ideal of both A and B, and let F =

hulls(A) I- Then S(B) = S(A)KJFS(CL(B\ F)), i.e. the space obtained by
attaching 5(CL(P| P)) to S(A) along FQS(A).

Before proving Theorem 1.1 we recall two well-known facts about

ideals.
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Lemma 1.2. Let A be a function algebra, and let I be a closed ideal

in A. Then:

(a) Every nontrivial homomorphism of I is given by evaluation at a

point of S(A)-hul\-I.

(h) If d> end <j> are in S(A) and either <p or $ is not in hull-T, then

there exists a function f in I such that f(df) 9^f(4>).

Proof. For (a), see [3, Theorem (3.1.18)]; (b) is trivial.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We have to prove

(i) P-hull(P)nS71) = P, and
(ii) \l4>ES(B)-SiA) then 4>EB-hulliF)-SiA).

Since (i) is clear, it suffices to prove:

(1.1) If <t>ES(B)-SiA), then |/(c£)| ^\\f\\F for every fEB.
We show first

(1.2) SiB)-SiA)QhullS(B) I.

Let 4>ESiB)—SiA) and suppose </>^hulls(s) T. Then <f> induces a

nontrivial homomorphism of T by point evaluation. Now since T is

an ideal of A, Lemma 1.2(a) implies the existence of an element

c5£5(4)-P such that /(<£) =/(#) for all/ET. T, however, is also an

ideal in B and since </>(£hulls(b> 7 Lemma 1.2(b) implies that <f>=(b

ES(B)-S(A), which contradicts the fact that $ES(A).

To prove (1.1) note thatS(B) —S(A) is an open subset in the comple-

ment of the Silov boundary for B. (1.2) implies that the topological

boundary of S(B)-S(A) lies in 5(^)nhul7(B) I=F. (1.1) now
follows by an application of Rossi's local maximum modulus princi-

ple [1, p. 63].
There is a simple way of constructing of pair of function algebras

A, B which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1. If A0 and A are

function algebras on A = SiA), AoQA, and T is an ideal of A, we may

take P = CL(^40+T). Sidney's theorem is concerned with algebras

constructed in this fashion, although the algebras ^4o and A in this

instance are tensor products of other function algebras.

If A and B are subalgebras of C(A) and CiY) respectively, by

A®B we mean the closure in C(AX Y) of the algebra generated by

functions of the form f®g, fEA, gEB, where f®gix, y)=fix)giy).
When A and B are function algebras, A®B is a function algebra on

AX F and SiA®B) = SiA)XS(B).

Theorem 1.3 (S. J. Sidney [4]). Let A and A' be function alge-

bras onX = SiA') where A QA', let B be a function algebra on Y=SiB),

and let I be a closed ideal of B. Then 2l = CL(^4 ®P+^4'®T) is a

function  algebra  on  XXY,  and   5(21) = (AX F)U(S74)X hull-T).
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Proof. A®B is a subalgebra of A'®B and A'®I is an ideal of

A'®B. By the preceding discussion 91 is a subalgebra of A'® B which

contains an ideal A'®I of A'®B. If we set F=hullxxr A'®I, then

P=AXhull-7. By Theorem 1.1, S(U) = (XX Y)\J,S(CL(%\ F)).
Since n\F = A®B\XXhull-I, 5(CL(2l| F)) = S(A) Xhull-/, complet-
ing the proof.

Wermer's example is stated in terms of polynomial convexity. The

polynomial convex hull of a compact subset K of C", denoted by

p-hull(K), is by definition

{z E C". \f(z) |   g ||/||x, all polynomials/}.

If A is a finitely generated function algebra on X with generators

hi, ■ ■ ■ , hn, then the mapping H'.S(A)^Cn defined by setting

H(<p) = (hx(<p), ■ ■ ■ , hn(4>)) is a homeomorphism of S(A) into C"

such that H(S(A))=p-hu\\(H(X)).

Now let X = {(zx, Zt) E C2: | z,-1 gl, i=l, 2 ), let A be the uniform

closure of the polynomials on A, so that S(A) =X, and let B be the

subalgebra of A (containing the constants) generated by zx, zxz2,

ZiZ2,—Z2. Then P is a function algebra on X which contains the princi-

pal ideal I of A generated by zxz2 — l [5, Lemma 4]. Define d>:X—»C8

by $(zi, z2) = (zx, zxz2, zizi — zf. Setting P=1iu11a- P we see that

P= {(z, z): | z\ = 1}, so that $(P) = {(z, 1, 0): | z\ = 1}. Theorem 1.1

and the above remarks now imply the main result of [5]; p-hu\\(Q(X))

=<P(A)U{(Z, 1, 0):|*|<1}.

2. If A is a function algebra, a function fEC(S(A)) is said to be

locally in A if there exists an open covering { cTxlAGA} of S(A)

such that/| U\EA \ L\, all X6EA. A is called a nonlocal function alge-

bra if there exists a function which is locally in A but not in A. The

question of the existence of nonlocal function algebras was settled by

Eva Kallin who constructed an example of such an algebra [2].

This example can be conveniently presented in terms of Sidney's

construction. Let D = {zEC: \ z\ g 1}, P= {zEC: 1 g \ z\ gl}, P.-

= {z£C:|z| =i}, * = 1, 2 and for K equal to D or R let A(K) denote

the algebra of all continuous functions on K which are analytic in

the interior of K. Let / be the principal ideal of A(D) generated by

z2, and let A/{=A(R)\ TfJT*. Then Kallin's example can be identi-

fied with the subalgebra of C((TfJT2) XD) given by

CL(AR X A(D) + C(TX U Tf) X I).

This identification leads to the construction of a whole class of
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nonlocal function algebras; one can show, by generalizing the proof

of the nonlocalness of this algebra, that when certain simple restric-

tions are imposed on the constituent algebras of Sidney's theorem,

the resulting algebra is nonlocal.
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